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BOLD Center Mission
Graduate Diverse Engineers Prepared to
Change the World

BOLD Vision
By 2020, Graduate Outstanding
Engineers at Numbers that Mirror
Colorado’s Diverse Population
BOLD Center Highlights

- **Access**
  - GoldShirt Program performance enhancing (5th) year
  - Extensive K-12 engineering education program (NSF)
  - TeachEngineering digital library (NSF) – 93,000 users Sept 2012

- **Retention to graduation**
  - ASPIRE Summer Bridge
  - Community-Building Activities - Power Hour, Brown Bags
  - Andrews Hall + Honors Pgm partnerships

- **Performance**
  - Student Success Center (free tutoring)
  - Math WorkGroups

ACCESS RESULTS

**UNDERGRADUATE MINORITY STUDENT FIRST-YEAR ENROLLMENT**
RETENTION RESULTS
SIX-YEAR BS GRADUATION RATE (BY GENDER)

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
GRADUATING GPA (BS)
Marketing & Communication Tools

- Consistent look and feel
- Employ proven NAE messaging
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(economic imperative)